
Where does smoothness count the most for two-point boundary-value problems?Technical Report CUCS-026-97Arthur G. WerschulzDepartment of Computer and Information Sciences, Fordham UniversityFordham College at Lincoln CenterNew York, NY 10023andDepartment of Computer ScienceColumbia UniversityNew York, NY 10027September 11, 1997Abstract. We are concerned with the complexity of 2mth order elliptic two-point boundary-value prob-lems Lu = f . Previous work on the complexity of these problems has generally assumed that we hadpartial information about the right-hand side f and complete information about the coe�cients of L,often making unrealistic assumptions about the smoothness of the coe�cients of L. In this paper, westudy problems in which f has r derivatives in the Lp-sense and for L having the usual divergence formLv = X0�i;j�m(�1)iDi(ai;jDjv);with ai;j being ri;j -times continuously di�erentiable. We �nd that if continuous information is permis-sible, then the "-complexity is proportional to (1=")1=(~r+m), where~r = minf r; min0�i;j�mfri;j � ig g;and show that a �nite element method (fem) is optimal. If only standard information (consistingof function and/or derivative evaluations) is available, we �nd that the complexity is proportional to(1=")1=rmin , where rmin = minf r; min0�i;j�mfri;jg g;and we show that a modi�ed fem (which uses only function evaluations, and not derivatives) is optimal.1. IntroductionWe are concerned with the computational complexity of linear boundary value problems. Theseproblems are speci�ed by a linear elliptic operator L of given order 2m and a function f , so that wewant to �nd the function u satisfying Lu = f , along with (say) homogeneous Dirichlet boundaryconditions. In this paper, we will restrict our attention to the one-dimensional case, i.e., two-point boundary-value problems de�ned over a �nite real interval. We shall study multidimensionalproblems, which involve additional technical di�culties, in a future paper.Previous work on the complexity of such problems has usually assumed that we have completeinformation about the coe�cients of the operator L and partial information about the right-handside f . Moreover, it is generally assumed that these coe�cients are as smooth as necessary; theyare often assumed to even be in�nitely di�erentiable. Under these assumptions, the complexity ofsuch problems has long been well-known (see, e.g., [7, Chapter 5]). To be speci�c, suppose that weThis research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant CCR-95-00850.



measure error in the energy norm. Suppose f has r derivatives (in the L2- sense). Then we knowthe following results:(1) If continuous linear information is permissible, then the "-complexity is proportional to(1=")1=(r+m), and a �nite element method (fem) is optimal.(2) If standard information (function or derivative evaluations) is available, then the complexityis proportional to (1=")1=r , and a modi�ed fem (or an fem using quadrature) is optimal.However in practice, the assumption that we have complete information about L is usuallyunrealistic (except in very special cases, such as a di�erential operator with constant coe�cients).What can we say about the complexity of two-point boundary value problems for which we haveonly partial information about L and about f?Some results along these lines were obtained in [8] and [9]. Suppose that the coe�cients of L allhave the same smoothness r as the right-hand side. (More precisely, the coe�cients of L are r-timescontinuously di�erentiable and f has r derivatives in the Lp-sense.) We further suppose that onlystandard information is allowed. Then once again, we �nd that the complexity is proportional to(1=")1=r , and an fem using quadrature is optimal.However, there is no reason to assume that the coe�cients of L and the function f all havethe same number of derivatives. Moreover, we would like to know the complexity for continuousinformation, as well as for standard information. In this paper, we investigate these topics.As usual, we consider elliptic operators L in divergence formLv = X0�i;j�m(�1)iDi(ai;jDjv):We now assume that each coe�cient ai;j being ri;j-times continuously di�erentiable, and that fhas r derivatives in the Lp-sense, where p 2 [2;1].We �rst consider the case of continuous information. Let~r = minf r; min0�i;j�mfri;j � ig g:Then the following results hold:� The "-complexity is proportional to (1=")1=(~r+m).� If k � 2m+ ~r � 1, then a fem of degree k is optimal.Next, we study standard information. Letrmin = minf r; min0�i;j�mfri;jg g:Then we have the following results:� The "-complexity is proportional to (1=")1=rmin .� If k � m+ rmin � 1, then a modi�ed fem of degree k is optimal.This modi�ed fem uses only function evaluations, even though both function and derivative eval-uations are permissible standard information operations. Thus we �nd that standard informationconsisting of function evaluations alone is just as powerful as that which allows both function andderivative evaluations.This allows us to see the e�ect of the smoothness of the various data making up our problem onthe complexity. In particular, let us consider the relative strength of continuous vs. standard infor-mation. Previously, when we studied problems for which we had complete information about L, we2



found that the asymptotic penalty for using standard information instead of continuous informationwas unbounded, since the complexity of the former was proportional to (1=")1=(r+m), while that ofthe former was proportional to (1=")1=r . However, when we allow each datum of the problem tohave its own smoothness, no nontrivial relations hold between the complexities for continuous andfor standard information. Indeed, let us consider two extreme examples:(1) We �rst consider the case where min0�i;j�mfri;j � ig � r:Then the complexity for continuous information is proportional to (1=")1=(r+m), while thecomplexity for standard information is proportional to (1=")1=r . So in this case, continuousinformation enjoys the same advantage over standard information as before.(2) Next, we suppose that rm;m = min0�i;j�m ri;j :Then the complexity is proportional to (1=")1=r for both continuous and standard informa-tion. Hence continuous information is no more powerful than standard information.These examples are the endpoints; anything in between can happen.We close this Introduction by outlining the structure of the rest of this paper. In Section 2, wegive a precise de�nition of the class of problems to be studied. In Section 3 we briey recall thestandard general techniques from [6] that will be useful in what follows. In Section 4, we establishour results for continuous information. Finally, in Section 5, we prove the results for standardinformation. 2. Problem DescriptionIn what follows, we assume that the reader is familiar with the usual terminology and notationsarising in the variational study of elliptic boundary value problems, such as Sobolev spaces, norms,seminorms, inner products, and the like. See [7, Chapter 5 and Appendix] for further details, aswell as the references cited therein. For any ordered ring X , we let X + and X ++ respectivelydenote the nonnegative and strictly positive elements of X , this notation being used when X = Ror X = Z. The ball of the normed linear space X, centered at the origin and having radius R,will be denoted by BRX. All O-, 
-, and �-relations will be independent of n and ". We will useC as a generic constant, independent of n, ", f , and A, whose value may change from one place toanother. Where convenient, we shall use 4, <, and � to respectively denote O-, 
, and �-relations.Let I = (0; 1), and let m be a given nonnegative integer. For an (m + 1) � (m + 1) matrixA = [ai;j(�)]0�i;j�m of functions on I, we de�ne a di�erential operator LA byLAv = X0�i;j�m(�1)iDi(ai;jDjv);with D the derivative operator, and a bilinear form BA on Hm0 (I)�Hm0 (I) byBA(v; w) = X0�i;j�mZI ai;jDjvDiw 8 v; w 2 Hm0 (I):In what follows, we will write hv; wi = ZI vw3



for any (generalized) functions v and w such that this integral exists.We are interested in elliptic two-point boundary-value problems. The classical formulation ofsuch a problem is to �nd, for f : I ! R, a function u : I ! R such thatLAu = f in I;(Dju)(0) = (Dju)(1) = 0 (0 � j � m� 1); (2.1)The variational formulation is to �nd, for f 2W r;p(I), an element u 2 Hm0 (I) such thatBA(u; v) = hf; vi 8 v 2 Hm0 (I): (2.2)Let us de�ne a class A of coe�cients for 2mth order elliptic operators, depending on the followinggiven parameters:. positive constants  and 0, with  � 0,. a set fri;jg0�i;j�m of nonnegative integers,. a set fMi;jg0�i;j�m of positive reals, with Mi;j �  for 0 � i; j � m.Then we say that A 2 A if the following conditions hold:(1) The operator LA is strongly elliptic in I, i.e.,(�1)mam;m(x) � 0 8x 2 I:(2) The bilinear form BA is uniformly weakly Hm0 (I)-coercive, i.e., for any v 2 Hm0 (I), thereexists nonzero w 2 Hm0 (I) such thatBA(v; w) � kvkHm(I)kwkHm(I): (2.3)(3) For any indices i and j, the coe�cient ai;j of the operator LA is bounded in the Cri;j sense,i.e., kai;jkCri;j (I) �Mi;j :Roughly speaking, A 2 A if (2.1) is a two-point elliptic boundary value problem, the only noveltybeing that we require a \uniformity condition."We next let r � �m, p 2 [2;1], and M > 0 be given parameters. Our class of problem elementsis then F = BMW r;p(I)�A :We de�ne a solution operator S : F ! Hm0 (I) by letting u = S([f ;A]) i� u satis�es (2.2), i.e., uis the variational solution to the Dirichlet problem (2.1). The operator S is nonlinear. However,S([f ;A]) depends nonlinearly only on A, i.e., for any �xed A, the operator S([�;A]) is a linearoperator. Hence we may use the generalized Lax-Milgram Lemma ([2, pg. 112], [5, pg. 310]) to seethat for any [f ;A] 2 F , there exists a unique solution u 2 Hm0 (I) to (2.2). Hence, the solutionoperator S is well-de�ned.Next, we need to de�ne information for our problem. Letting�i;j � [Cri;j (I)]� (0 � i; j � m)denote the set of permissible information functionals for the coe�cient function ai;j and� � [W r;p(I)]�;4



denote the set of permissible information functionals for the right-hand side f , we letL = �� � O0�i;j�m�i;j�:We say that N is information (using L ) ifN([f ;A]) = y = [y1; : : : ; yn];with n = n(y), where eitheryl = �l(f ; y1; : : : ; yl�1) for some �l(�; y1; : : : ; yl�1) 2 �or there exist indices i; j 2 f0; : : : ;mg such thatyl = �l(ai;j ; y1; : : : ; yl�1) for some �l(�; y1; : : : ; yl�1) 2 �i;j .Note that for any l,. whether to terminate at the lth step,. whether to evaluate a functional of the right-hand side f or of some coe�cient ai;j ,. which functional to evaluatemay all be determined adaptively, depending on the previously-calculated y1; : : : ; yl�1.The most important choices of information are the following:(1) Continuous information L �. Here�i;j = [Cri;j (I)]� (0 � i; j � m)and � = [W r;p(I)]�:(2) Standard information L std. Here� 2 �i;j i� 9x 2 I; l 2 [0; ri;j ] such that �(w) = (Dlw)(x) (0 � i; j � m)and � 2 � i� 9x 2 I; l 2 [0; r � 1=p) such that �(w) = (Dlw)(x);such � being well-de�ned by the Sobolev embedding theorem. Note that although thesolution operator is well-de�ned for any r � �m and any nonnegative fri;jg0�i;j�m, standardinformation imposes additional restrictions on r and fri;jg0�i;j�m.Let Y = [[f ;A]2F N([f ;A])denote the set of all possible information values. Then an algorithm using the information N is amapping � : Y ! Hm0 (I).We want to solve this problem in the worst case setting. This means that the cardinality ofinformation N is given by cardN = supy2Y n(y);5



and the error of an algorithm � using N is given bye(�;N) = supy2Y sup[f ;A]2N�1(y) kS([f ;A])� �(y)kHm(I);where N�1(y) = f [f ;A] 2 F : N([f ;A]) = y g:Our model of computation is the standard one studied in information-based complexity:(1) There is a �xed positive constant c such that for permissible linear functional � and anyfunction v de�ned on I, the cost of calculating �(v) is c.(2) Arithmetic operations and comparisons are done exactly, with unit cost.(3) We are not charged for Boolean operations.(4) Linear operations over Hm0 (I) are done exactly, with cost g.For any information N and any algorithm � using N , we shall let cost(�;N) denote the worst casecost of calculating ��N([f ;A])� over all [f ;A] 2 F .We now say thatcomp(") = inff cost(�;N) : N and � such that e(�;N) � " gis the "-complexity of our problem, and an algorithm � using information N for whiche(�;N) � " and cost(�;N) = �� comp(")�is said to be an optimal algorithm.3. Some general remarksRecall that the goal of this paper is to �nd the complexity of our class of two-point boundary-valueproblems, as well as optimal algorithms, for the classes of continuous and standard information.We do this by applying the standard techniques described in, e.g., [6, Chapter 4], which we outlinehere for convenience.First, we determine a lower bound on the complexity. We do this as follows. For information N ,let r(N) = inf� e(�;N)denote the radius of information, i.e., the minimal error among algorithms using N . Since r(N) isoften hard to directly evaluate, we use the inequalityr(N) � d(N) � 2 r(N); (3.1)where d(N) = supy2Y sup[f ;A];[ ~f; ~A]2N�1(y) kS([ ~f ; ~A])� S([f ;A])kHm(I)is the diameter of information. Letr(n) = inff r(N) : cardN � n gdenote the nth minimal radius (of information). If we letm(") = inffn 2 Z+ : r(n) � " g;6



denote the "-cardinality number, then we immediately �nd thatcomp(") � cm("): (3.2)Moreover, even if we only establish a lower bound on r(n) and, hence, on m("), then (3.2) stillholds.Next, we determine an upper bound on the complexity that matches the lower bound determinedpreviously. We do this by proposing, for each n 2 Z+, an algorithm �n using information ofcardinality n whose error is O(r(n)) and whose cost is cn+�(n). If we now choose n = �(m(")),then the algorithm �n is computes an "-approximation at cost O(cm(")). Hence this algorithm isoptimal, and comp(") � cm("):One �nal remark before proceeding further: we allow ourselves one slight change in notation.Since we will be interested in the complexity for the classes L = L � and L = L std, we will explic-itly show the dependence of the complexity and the minimal radius on the class L of permissibleinformation functionals, writing comp(";L ) and r(n;L ) in what follows.4. Complexity for continuous informationIn this section, we study the complexity of our problem when continuous information is permis-sible. We will show that the "-complexity of our problem is proportional to (1=")~r+m, where~r = minf r; min0�i;j�mfri;j � ig g:In addition, we de�ne the �nite element method (fem) and give conditions that are necessary forthe fem to be optimal.As mentioned in Section 3, we �rst prove a lower bound on the nth minimal radius.Theorem 4.1. r(n;L �) < � 1n�~r+m :Proof: Let N be information of cardinality at most n using information functionals from L �. Inwhat follows, we will de�ne A 2 A as the constant matrixai;j = � 0 if i = j = 0;0 otherwise: (4.1)We �rst show that r(N) < n�(r+m): (4.2)Indeed, let f � 12M . Write N([f ;A]) = [y1; : : : ; yn̂]; (4.3)where n̂ � n. Let ~n = ~n([f ;A]) be the number of evaluations of functionals of f in (4.3). Withoutessential loss of generality, we may assume thatyl = �l(f) (1 � l � ~n)for functionals �1; : : : ; �~n 2 [W r;p(I)]�. Note that the number and choice of these functionals maydepend on f and on A. 7



De�ne new information ~N = [�1; : : : ; �~n]:Then d(N) � sup[f+z;A]2F~Nz=0 kS([f + z;A])� S([f ;A])kHm(I): (4.4)Note that if z 2 BM=2W r;p(I), then [f + z;A] 2 F , and sod(N) � supz2BM=2W r;p(I)\ker ~N kS([z;A])kHm(I):Let M� = max0�i;j�mMi;j : (4.5)Since M�kS([z;A])kHm(I)kvkHm(I) � jBA(S[z;A]; v)j = jhz; vij 8 v 2 Hm0 (I);we have M�kS([z;A])kHm(I) � supv2Hm0 (I) jhz; vijkvkHm(I) = kzkH�m(I): (4.6)Using (4.4) and (4.6), we haved(N) � 1M� supz2BM=2W r;p(I)\ker ~N kzkH�m(I)� M2M� d~n(BW r;p(I);H�m(I)); (4.7)where d~n denotes the usual Gelfand width, see, e.g., [4, pg. 401]. Since p � 2, we haved~n(BW r;p(I);H�m(I)) � d~n(BW r+m;p(I); L2(I)) � ~n�(r+m); (4.8)see [4, Proposition 13.8.2]. From (3.1), (4.7), and (4.8), we haver(N) � 12d(N) < ~n�(r+m):Since ~n � n, it follows that (4.2) holds, as claimed.We now claim that r(N) < n�(ri;j�i+m) (0 � i; j � m): (4.9)Indeed, choose i; j 2 f0; : : : ;mg. Let I 0 �� I, and choose f 2 BW r;p(I) such that if u = S([f ;A])with A given by (4.1), then there exists � > 0 such that Dju � � on I 0. We writeN([f ;A]) = [y1; : : : ; yn̂]; (4.10)where n̂ � n. Let ~n = ~n([f ;A]) be the number of evaluations of functionals of ai;j in (4.10).Without essential loss of generality, we may assume thatyl = �l(f) (1 � l � ~n)8



for functionals �1; : : : ; �~n 2 [Cri;j (I)]�. Note that the number and choice of these functionals maydepend on f and on A.De�ne new information ~N = [�1; : : : ; �~n]:For z 2 BMi;j�ai;jCri;j (I) \ ker ~N , de�ne the matrix ~A(z) as~ai0;j0(z) = � ai0;j0 + z if (i0; j0) = (i; j);ai0;j0 if (i0; j0) 6= (i; j): (4.11)Then for any such z, we have[f ; ~A(z)] 2 F and N([f ; ~A(z)]) = N([f ;A]):Thus d(N) � supz2BMi;j�ai;jCri;j (I)\ker ~N kS([f ; ~A(z)]) � S([f ;A])kHm(I):Let us momentarily �x a choice of z 2 BMi;j�ai;jCri;j (I) \ ker ~N , and let ~u = S([f ; ~A(z)]). Onemay easily check that B ~A(z)(u� ~u; v) = ZI zDjuDiv 8 v 2 Hm0 (I); (4.12)and so M�ku� ~ukHm(I)kvkHm(I) � jB ~A(z)(u� ~u; v)j= ���� ZI zDjuDiv����= jhDi(zDju); vij 8 v 2 Hm0 (I):Thus M�ku� ~ukHm(I) � supv2Hm0 (I) jhDi(zDju); vijkvkHm(I)= kDi(zDju)kH�m(I)� CkzDjukH�(m�i)(I)for some C, independent of z, ~n, and u. Since z 2 BMi;j�ai;jCri;j(I) \ ker ~N is arbitrary, we thushave d(N) � CM� supz2BMi;j�ai;jCri;j (I)\ker ~N kzDjukH�(m�i)(I)= C(Mi;j � ai;j)M� supz2BCri;j (I)\ker ~N kzDjukH�(m�i)(I)� �C(Mi;j � ai;j)M� supz2BCri;j (I)\ker ~Nsupport z�I0 kzkH�(m�i)(I)< supz2BCri;j0 (I0)\ker ~N kzkH�(m�i)(I):9



Let I 00 �� I 0. For g 2 Cri;j (I 00), we let �g 2 Cri;j (I) be an extension of g to all of I for whichsupport �g � I 0. This extension may be chosen so that �: Cri;j (I 00) ! Cri;j (I) is a boundedoperator. Now de�ne continuous information ~~N of cardinality ~n on Cri;j (I 00) by~~N = ~N � �:Then d(N) < supz2BCri;j (I00)\ker ~~N kzkH�(m�i)(I)� d~n(BCri;j (I 00);H�(m�i)(I 00))� d~n(BCri;j�i+m(I 00); L2(I 00))� ~n�(ri;j�i+m);see, e.g., [4, Theorem 14.3.6]. From this inequality and (3.1), we �ndr(N) � 12d(N) < ~n�(ri;j�i+m):Since ~n � n, we see that (4.9) holds, as claimed.Since (4.2) and (4.9) hold, we see thatr(N) < n�(~r+m):But N is arbitrary continuous information of cardinality at most n, and so the theorem followsimmediately. �Having established a lower bound for the nth minimal radius, we want to �nd an algorithm usingcontinuous information of cardinality n whose error matches this lower bound. We shall show thatan appropriately-chosen �nite element method (fem) is optimal.We �rst describe the fem. Choosing k 2 Z++, we let Pk denote the space of polynomials ofdegree at most k. For ` 2 Z++, we let� := �` = ft0; : : : ; t`gbe a uniform partition of I, i.e., ti = i`+ 1 (0 � i � `+ 1):Let S� = n v 2 Hm0 (I) : v��[ti;ti+1] 2 Pk for 0 � i � `� 1odenote a spline space of dimensionn� = dimS� = (k + 1)`�m(`+ 1):Then the fem of degree k using the partition � may be described as follows: for [f ;A] 2 F , �ndu� 2 S� satisfying BA(u�; v) = hf; vi 8 v 2 S�: (4.13)10



By the \inf-sup lemma" (see, e.g., [2, pg. 290 �.]), there exists `� 2 Z++ such that if ` � `�, thenu� is well-de�ned. Moreover, there is a positive constant C = C(0; ;M�) such thatku� u�kHm(I) � C infv2S� ku� vkHm(I): (4.14)We wish to express the fem as an algorithm �n using continuous information Nn of cardinality n,where n � n�. Before we can do this, we letxj = jn� + 1 (1 � j � n�); (4.15)and choose a basis fs1; : : : ; sn�g for S� by the conditionsi 2 S� satis�es si(xj) = �i;j (1 � i; j � n�): (4.16)If we write u�(x) = n�Xj=1 �jsj(x);then G� = �; (4.17)where gi;j = BA(sj ; si) = X0�i0;j0�mhDj0sjDi0si; ai0;j0i (1 � i; j � n�)and �i = hf; sii (1 � i � n�):For any i0; j0 2 f0; : : : ;mg, let �1;i0;j0 ; : : : ; �ni0;j0 ;i0;j0 be the nonzero linear functionals amongf hDj0sjDi0si; �i : 1 � i; j � n� g, and letn = n�(`) := X0�i0;j0�mni0;j0 + n�:Now the basis functions have \small supports," i.e., the number of overlapping supports of thebasis functions is independent of n�. This implies that the following hold:(1) n � n�.(2) Each entry of G and � can be computed in constant time, independent of n.(3) The linear system (4.17) is banded, the bandwidth depending only on k and m.Using the uniform weak coercivity of BA, it easily follows that for ` � `�, we can solve (4.17) in�(n�) arithmetic operations using banded Gaussian elimination without pivoting.Allowing a slight abuse of notation, we now de�ne information Nn byNn([f ;A]) = [hf; s1i; : : : ; hf; sn�i;Nn(A)];with Nn(A) = f�1;i0;j0(ai0;j0); : : : ; �ni0;j0 ;i0;j0(ai0;j0) : 0 � i0; j0 � m g:For [f ;A] 2 F and ` � `�, we know that there exists a unique u� 2 S� satisfying (4.13). Thus for[f ;A] 2 F and n � n� = n�(`�), we may writeu� = �n(Nn([f ;A])):The algorithm �n and the information Nn de�ne the �nite elment method. From the remarks inthe preceding paragraph, it is clear thatcost(�n; Nn) = cn+�(n);the �-factor depending only on k and m.The error of the fem is given by 11



Theorem 4.2. Let k � 2m+ ~r � 1; (4.18)where ~r = minf r; min0�i;j�mfri;j � ig g:For n � n�, the error of the fem using �nite element information of cardinality n satis�es satis�ese(�n; Nn) � � 1n�~r+m :Before proving Theorem 4.2, we recall a standard approximation result for spline spaces. Forv 2 Hm0 (I), let (��v)(x) = n�Xj=1 v(xj)sj(x): (4.19)denote the S�-interpolant of v.Lemma 4.1. Let v 2 Hm0 (I) \ Hs(I) and let � be a uniform partition of I. There exists aconstant C, independent of v and �, such thatkv ���vkHm(I) � Cn�(minfk+1;sg�m)kvkHs(I):Proof: See, e.g., [7, Lemma 5.4.3]. �We are now ready to give theProof of Theorem 4.2: Let n � n�. From Theorem 4.1, it clearly su�ces to establish thate(�n; Nn) 4 n�(~r+m): (4.20)Now let [f ;A] 2 F and u = S([f ;A]). From standard results on elliptic regularity theory (suchas [3, Theorem 17.2]) we know that u 2 H2m+~r(I) \Hm0 (I), and there is a constant C such thatkukH2m+~r(I) � CkfkH~r(I): (4.21)Note that C depends (in a rather complicated manner) on , 0, r, and on fMi;j ; ri;jg0�i;j�m, butis independent of [f ;A] and u.Since (4.18) holds, we have minfk + 1; 2m+ ~rg �m = ~r +m: (4.22)Using (4.14), (4.22), Lemma 4.1 (with v = u, k satisfying (4.18), and s = 2m+ ~r), and (4.21), wehave kS([f ;A]) � �n(Nn([f ;A]))kHm(I) � Cku���ukHm(I)� Cn�(~r+m)kukH~r+2m(I)� Cn�(~r+m)kfkH~r(I)� CM�n�(~r+m);the latter since f 2 BMW r;p(I), ~r � r, and p � 2. Since [f ;A] is an arbitrary element of F , weimmediately have (4.20), which establishes the desired result. �Using Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 and the discussion in Section 3, we immediately have12



Corollary 4.1. Suppose that continuous information is permissible. Let~r = minf r; min0�i;j�mfri;j � ig g:(1) The nth minimal radius is r(n;L �) � � 1n�~r+m.(2) The "-complexity is comp(";L �) � �1"�1=(~r+m) :(3) If k � 2m+ ~r � 1, then the fem of degree k using �nite element information of cardinalityn � (1=")1=(~r+m) is optimal. �5. Complexity for standard informationIn this section, we study the complexity of our problem when standard information is permissible.We will show that the "-complexity of our problem is proportional to (1=")rmin , wherermin = minf r; min0�i;j�mfri;jg g: (5.1)In addition, we de�ne a modi�ed �nite element method and give conditions that are necessary forthe modi�ed fem to be optimal.As mentioned in Section 3, we �rst prove a lower bound on the nth minimal radius.Theorem 5.1. r(n;L std) < n�rmin .Proof: Let N be information of cardinality at most n from L std. We shall once again choose thespecial A 2 A that was de�ned by (4.1).We �rst claim that r(N) < n�r: (5.2)Let f � 12M . Suppose that N([f ;A]) contains ~n evaluations of f (or its derivatives) at pointsin I. Without essential loss of generality, we may assume that these evaluations are of the form(Dl1f)(x1); : : : ; (Dl~nf)(x~n) De�ne new information~N(w) = [(Dl1w)(x1) : : : (Dl~n)w)(x~n)] 8w 2 BW r;p(I);Then d(N) � sup[f+z;A]2F~Nz=0 kS([f + z;A])� S([f ;A])kHm(I):Note that if z 2 BM=2W r;p(I), then [f + z;A] 2 F , and sod(N) � supz2BM=2W r;p(I)\ker ~N kS([z;A])kHm(I) = 12d( ~N;S[�;A])where d( ~N;S[�;A]) = supy2 ~N(BMW r;p(I)) supf; ~f2 ~N�1(y) kS([f ;A]) � S([ ~f ;A])kHm(I)13



is the diameter of the information ~N for the solution operator S([�;A]) with problem elementset BMW r;p(I). It is easy to see that [7, Theorem 5.5.1], which was only done for the case p = 2,holds for arbitrary p as well; the same proof goes through with only minor changes. Henced( ~N;S[�;A]) < ~n�r < n�r; (5.3)the latter holding because ~n � n. Thus (5.2) holds, as claimed.We now claim that r(N) < n�ri;j (0 � i; j � m): (5.4)Indeed, choose i; j 2 f0; : : : ;mg. Let I 0 �� I. Choose a function u 2 Hm0 (I) such that Dju > 0and Diu > 0 in I 0. Then there exists � > 0 such that Dju � � and Diu � � in I 0. LetLAu = f . Without loss of generality, we may assume that f 2 BMW r;p(I), since we can divide fby kfkW r;p(I) otherwise. Suppose that N([f ;A]) contains ~n evaluations of ai;j (or its derivatives)at points in I 0. Without essential loss of generality, we may assume that these evaluations are ofthe form (D(l1)ai;j)(x1); : : : ; (D(l~n)ai;j)(x~n).Choose z 2 C1(I) satisfying support z � I 0;z � 0;kzkCri;j (I) �Mi;j � jai;j j;D(l1)z)(x1) = � � � = D(l~n)z)(x~n) = 0;ZI0 z � C~n�ri;j ; (5.5)
where C is independent of n, see, e.g., [1, pp. 301{304]. De�ne the matrix ~A(z) by (4.11), as in theproof of Theorem 4.1. It is easy to check that[f ;A]; [f ; ~A(z)] 2 Fand N([f ;A]) = N([f ; ~A(z)]):Thus letting ~u = S([f ; ~A(z)]), we haved(N) � ku� ~ukHm(I): (5.6)As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we once again have (4.12), Since support z � I 0, we may use(4.12) with v replaced by u, the de�nition of M� from (4.5), and (5.5) to see thatM�ku� ~ukHm(I)kukHm(I) � jB ~A(z)(u� ~u; u)j = ���� ZI0 zDjuDiu����� �2���� ZI0 z���� � C�2~n�ri;j� C�2n�ri;jthe latter since ~n � n. Using this inequality, along with (3.1) and (5.6), we �nd thatr(N) � 12d(N) < n�ri;j :14



Since N is arbitrary information of cardinality at most n and i; j 2 f0; : : : ;mg are arbitrary, wesee that (5.4) holds, as claimed.Since (5.2) and (5.4) hold, we see that r(N) < n�rmin :But N is arbitrary continuous information of cardinality at most n, and so the theorem followsimmediately. �Having established a bound for the nth minimal radius, we want to �nd an algorithm usingstandard information of cardinality n whose error matches this lower bound. We shall show that aproperly-chosen modi�ed fem is optimal.We �rst de�ne the modi�ed fem. Recall that � = �` is an equidistant partition of I havingmeshsize 1=` and that S� is the corresponding spline space of degree k. For A 2 A , de�ne a newbilinear form BA;� on Hm0 (I) byBA;�(v; w) = X0�i;j�mZI(��ai;j)DjvDiw 8 v; w 2 Hm0 (I); (5.7)where �� is the S�-interpolation operator de�ned by (4.19). Then the modi�ed fem of is de�nedas follows: for [f ;A] 2 F , �nd ~u� 2 S� satisfyingBA;�(~u�; v) = h��f; vi: 8 v 2 S�Our main tool for analyzing the modi�ed fem is Strang's Lemma (see [7, pp. 310{312] for a proofof a version having slightly more restrictive hypotheses).Lemma 5.1. Suppose that there exists `�� 2 Z++ such that for any � = �` with ` � `�� and anyA 2 A , we havejBA(v; w) �BA;�(v; w)j � 12kvkHm(I)kwkHm(I) 8 v; w 2 S�; (5.8)where  is as in (2.3). Then for any ` � `�� and any [f ;A] 2 F , there is a unique ~u� 2 S� suchthat (5.7) holds. Moreover, there exists a positive constant C, such that if u = S([f ;A]) is thesolution to (2.2), thenku�~u�kHm(I) � C infv2S� �ku�vkHm(I)+ supw2S�� jBA(v; w) �BA;�(v; w)jkwkHm(I) + jhf;wi � h��f;wijkwkHm(I) ��;the constant C being independent of � and [f ;A]. �We can now show that the modi�ed fem is well-de�ned, and establish an error estimate:Theorem 5.2. Let k � m+ rmin � 1;where rmin = minf r; min0�i;j�mfri;jg g:(1) There exists an index `�� such that for any ` � `�� and any [f ;A] 2 F , there is a unique~u� 2 S� = S�` such that (5.7) holds.(2) For [f ;A] 2 F , let u = S([f ;A]) be the solution to (2.2). Then for any ` � `��, we have theerror estimate ku� ~u�kHm(I) � Cn�rmin� ; (5.9)where the constant C is independent of � and [f ;A]. �15



Proof: We �rst prove (1). Note that for any A 2 A and any partition � of I, we havejBA(v; w) �BA;�(v; w)j = ���� X0�i;j�mZI �(ai;j ���ai;j)DjvDiw������ � X0�i;j�mkai;j ���ai;jkC0(I)�kvkHm(I)kwkHm(I) 8 v; w 2 Hm0 (I):But for any indices i; j 2 f0; : : : ;mg, our choice of k and Lemma 4.1 imply thatkai;j ���ai;jkC0(I) � Cn�minfk+1;ri;jg� kai;jkCri;j (I) � CMi;jn�ri;j� :Thus jBA(v; w) �BA;�(v; w)j � Cn�rmin� kvkHm(I)kwkHm(I) 8 v; w 2 Hm0 (I): (5.10)Choosing `�� such that Cn�rmin�l�� = 12, we see that condition (5.8) in Strang's Lemma holds. Thusfor any ` � `�� and any [f ;A] 2 F , there is a unique ~u� 2 S� such that (5.7) holds. Thus (1)holds, as claimed.We now prove (2). Let ` � `��, and let [f ;A] 2 F . We again let u = S([f ;A]) and � = �`. Byour choice of k and Lemma 4.1, we �ndku���ukHm(I) � Cn�minfk+1�m;rming� kukHm+rmin (I)� Cn�rmin� kfkHrmin�m(I)� CMn�rmin� : (5.11)One more use of Lemma 4.1 yields thatjhf;wi � h��f;wij � kf ���fkL2(I)kwkL2(I)� Cn�minfk+1;rg� kfkHr(I)kwkL2(I)� CMn�r� kwkHm(I): 8w 2 S�: (5.12):Next, note that (5.11) and the fact that u = S([f ;A]) for [f ;A] 2 F imply thatk��ukHm(I) � CkukHm(I) � C (5.13)for constants C, independent of u and �. Letting v = ��u in (5.10), we �nd thatjBA(��u;w) �BA;�(��u;w)j � Cn�rmin� kwkHm(I) 8w 2 Hm0 (I): (5.14)Using (5.11), (5.12) and (5.14) in Lemma 5.1, we immediately haveku���uk � Cn�rmin� ;as required. �What information do we need to calculate the modi�ed fem? For [f ;A] 2 F and su�ciently-�ne �, we write u�(x) = n�Xj=1 �jsj(x);16



where the points x1; : : : ; xn� and the basis functions s1; : : : ; sn� are given by (4.15) and (4.16),respectively. Then G� = �; (5.15)where gi;j = BA;�(sj ; si) = X0�i0;j0�m1�l0�n� ai0;j0(x0l)hsl0 ;Dj0sjDi0sii (1 � i; j � n�)and �i = h��f; sii = X1�l0�n� f(xl0)hsl0 ; sii (1 � i � n�):Allowing a slight abuse of notation, we now de�ne information ~Nn of cardinality n by~Nn([f ;A]) = [f(x1); : : : ; f(n�); ~Nn(A)];with ~Nn(A) = f (ai0;j0)(x0l) : 1 � l0 � n�; 0 � i0; j0 � m g:Since the basis functions have small supports, we �nd that the following hold:(1) n � n�.(2) Each entry of G and � can be computed in constant time, independent of n.(3) The linear system (5.15) is banded, the bandwidth depending only on k and m.Using (1) of Lemma 5.1, it easily follows that for ` � `��, we can solve (5.15) in �(n�) arithmeticoperations using banded Gaussian elimination without pivoting.For [f ;A] 2 F and su�ciently-�ne �, it is clear that ~u� depends on [f ;A] only through theinformation ~Nn([f ;A]). Hence we may write~u� = ~�n( ~Nn([f ;A]));where ~�n is an algorithm using ~Nn. The algorithm ~�n and the information ~Nn de�ne the modi�ed�nite elment method. From the remarks in the previous paragraph, it follows thatcost(~�n; ~Nn) = cn+�(n);the �-factor depending only on k and m.Hence, using Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, we immediately haveCorollary 5.1. Suppose that standard information is permissible. Letrmin = minf r; min0�i;j�mfri;jg g:(1) The nth minimal radius is r(n;L std) � � 1n�rmin.(2) The "-complexity is comp(";L std) � �1"�1=rmin :(3) If k � m + rmin � 1, then the modi�ed fem of degree k of cardinality n � (1=")1=r isoptimal. �17
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